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Welcome to eyeQ 

Let’s get started on enhancing your view-and 
capture experiences

Please read the instructions for safe use and setup carefully before using, and follow all the 
safety precautions. Parle Innovation Inc. © does not take any responsibility for safety accidents 

caused by non-product quality problems such as improper usage or other external factors.
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A. Package contents
(Smartphone not included)

• eyeQ device
• Shoulder/neck strap
• eyeQ carrying bag
• Mini USB charging cable
• Quick start guide and product documentation

B. Instructions for safe use
• Do not leave eyeQ in direct sunlight for prolonged periods of time
• Avoid looking directly into the sun with the eyeQ
• Do not expose to water with charging cable attached
• Do not immerse in water
• Not for use in climate conditions below 32°F / 0°C or above 95° F / 35°C



Tripod Adapter 

Eye-lens IPD Adjustment Dial 

Neck Strap Rings 
Viewing Hood 

Phone Release Bars  
Micro USB Charge Port 

Pushbutton for Pairing and On-Off 

Touchpad 
Indicator Light 

NOTE: 
To enjoy the benefits of the eyeQ device, it must be used with your smartphone. 
Refer to the outside of the box to see which smartphone models are supported 
by the eyeQ. 
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C. Setup
1. Charge your eyeQ:

Though partially charged prior to shipment, 
we recommend that you always fully 
charge your eyeQ prior to use. Charging the 
eyeQ does not charge your smartphone. 
You will, however, be able to charge your 
phone with your phone’s charging cord and 
an external phone charger in your pocket 
while using the eyeQ.
Insert the mini USB cable (included with 
your eyeQ) into the USB port located on the 
front face mount of the eyeQ and connect 

the other end of the mini USB cable to a USB 
power source.
The eyeQ indicator light will blink red while 
charging and switch to a continuous green 
when charged. After disconnecting from the 
USB cable, the eyeQ will be in low power 
mode as indicated by a slow blinking green 
signal. eyeQ can be powered off by pressing 
the silver button until it flashes red for about 
2 seconds and stops flashing. A momentary 
press will initiate Bluetooth pairing.
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3. Turn on your eyeQ

• Open eyeQ app on your phone - make sure 
your phone setting has Bluetooth “ON"

• Press silver button down until the 
indicator light flashes white 

• Blue blinking indicates eyeQ is ready to 
actively pair with the eyeQ app   

• When it’s paired, you’ll see the Bluetooth 
icon in the upper right corner in the app, 
turn from red to blue

• If pairing fails, light will turn to a slow 
Blue blinking - Repeat by pressing the 
silver button again 

2. Download and start the free app 
onto your smartphone

The eyeQ Live application is available through 
Apple’s App store or Google Play Store. 

a. Download and install the eyeQ appIn your 
phone’s settings, verify that Bluetooth is“ON”.

b. Open the eyeQ app. In the upper right-hand 
corner, you will see the Bluetooth icon in red.
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4. Insert your smartphone into the eyeQ

Pinch the two parallel bars on the mount 
and slide in your phone. Make sure your 
phone screen is facing inward then release 
the pinch. When mounted correctly, the 
phone’s camera should be positioned in the 
upper left-hand corner area. You can keep 

your phone case on if it is a slender case of 
approximately 2.2mm thick. Otherwise, you 
will need to remove it before sliding your 
phone securely into eyeQ. To remove your 
smartphone, simply reverse the procedure. 
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1 
Pinch Phone Release 

Bars Together 

2 
Insert Phone, Main Camera Facing Outward  

3 
Make Sure Phone is Centered 
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1 
Pinch Phone Release 

Bars Together 

2 
Insert Phone, Main Camera Facing Outward  

3 
Make Sure Phone is Centered 



5. Adjust the eyeQ’s lens

Locate the lens dial underneath the 
viewfinder. The lens dial is used to 
adjust the inner pupillary distance for 
better visual clarity and focus. Start 
with the lenses at their closest spacing, 
then turn the dial until you are able to
see the clearest image on the screen. 

6. Use the touch pad

The eyeQ’s touch pad, the recessed square 
area located at the top of your eyeQ, is the
connection between the app and your fingers 
that allows you to access the apps functions
quickly. Take time to orient your fingers to 
this area. For example, notice that the zoom 
is controlled by left to right finger gestures 
rather than up and down ones. Once you 
have a feel for the motion sensing of the 
touch pad, using it to control the apps digital 
features will be simple.

7. Turn off your eyeQ

Hold silver power button until the indicator 
light flashes red and then goes dark.
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For more information regarding the use and 
setup of your eyeQ please go to our website.  
www.eyeQlive.com/support
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D. Top 5 FAQs

1. Is the eyeQ water resistant?
The eyeQ has been designed and built to 
resist exposure to moisture, including fog, 
mist and light rain.

2. What is the battery life of the eyeQ?
The eyeQ has a 400 mAh Li-Po rechargeable 
battery capable of operating the eyeQ all day
(12+ hours of normal usage). It will likely 
outlast your phone’s battery.

3. What kind of optics are in the eyeQ?
eyeQ has advanced precision optical glass 
lenses mounted in our unique synchronized 
interpupillary distance adjustment 
mechanism. Lens power is optimized for 
an immediate transition from direct vision 
viewing to eyeQ immersive viewing, with 
or without eyeglasses.

4. What happens if you’re using eyeQ and 
your phone rings?
Great question! You would put your phone 
on "do not disturb" if you were videoing a 
special moment, same as when you are at 
a wedding, a recital or any live performance 
you are recording. Or you can always make 
a call. It is super easy to remove the phone 
from the eyeQ mount to answer your phone 
call or text.

5. How much does the eyeQ weigh?
Over the past two years, our engineers 
worked hard on making the eyeQ light and 
easy to carry. Our product specifications 
require that the eyeQ should weigh no more 
than between 6 – 8 ounces.
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Parle Innovation is the sole owner of the eyeQ brand, trademark, and design. 
Trademark and © 2020 Parle Innovation. 

All rights reserved. Designed by Parle Innovation in California.


